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Abstract

This paper deals with the problem of measuring intra-industry trade. In sec-

tion 2, it presents two existing approaches (Balboni, 2007) to measuring

intra-industry trade: the so-called “recovery of trade”, developed by Bal-

assa (1966); Grubel and Lloyd (1975) & the “type of trade” one initiated by

Abd-el Rahman (1986b); Vona (1991). Then this paper presents indicators

and empirical methods inspired by these two approaches. Notions of trade

recovery & trade type come from two different definitions of the empirical

phenomena they aim to measure. This paper also discusses these definitions

and the theoretical foundations in the section 3.

1 Introduction

Starting from the end of 1960s, the problem of measuring intra-industry trade lies

at the very origin of the literature on intra-industry trade. A series of empirical

works describe the intensive & extensive existence of this phenomenon through

statistical indicators. Indeed, Greenaway and Milner (2003) asserts that the entire

literature started with statistical measurement. Among the foundational works on

intra-industry trade, the articles of Balassa (1965, 1966) and the book of Grubel and

Lloyd (1975) are especially notable. Because the indicators developed by these

authors have acquired a seminal status in the empirical analysis of international

trade, these works preceded and triggered the development of different theoretical

explanations of intra-industry trade.

The theoretical analyses of intra-industry trade explore the phenomenon by adopt-

ing disparate assumptions about the nature of returns to scale, the typology of

markets, and the differentiation of products subject to this type of trade. Krug-

man (1979), Lancaster (1980) and Helpman (1981) explain the rise intra-industry

trade in horizontally differentiated products within a framework of monopolistic

competition. Falvey (1981) and Shaked and Sutton (1984) respectively study the

trade of vertically differentiated products in the context of perfectly competitive

and oligopolistic markets. Meanwhile, Brander (1981) models the intra-industry

exchange of perfectly homogeneous (and therefore undifferentiated) goods in an

oligopolistic market context.
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The determinants of intra-industry trade highlighted by these theoretical works are

different and depend, in particular, on the type of differentiation taken into account

in the various analyses. In monopolistic competition models of Krugman (1979),

Lancaster (1980), and Helpman (1981), a necessary condition for the development

of intra-industry trade in horizontal differentiation is the existence of economies

scale in the production of different varieties. On the other hand, Falvey (1981)

explains intra-industry trade in a vertical differentiation setting by the difference

between the relative factor endowments of countries, where the production of all

goods is in the assumption of constant returns to scale. The prediction of Falvey

(1981) model depends crucially on the following assumption. The production of

higher quality differentiated goods requires a greater amount of capital per unit of

labour than the production of relatively low-quality ones. However, in the case of

measuring intra-industry trade using very disaggregated product classifications, the

assumption about the products in that same level of disaggregation having different

factorial contents is debatable. In fact, Vona (1990, 1991) indicate the similarity

between factor contents of products belonging to the same statistical category is

very high at the disaggregated product detail levels of international classifications.

The theoretical analyzes developed during the 1980s help to strengthen the impres-

sion that intra-industry trade is a complex phenomenon and multifaceted. Indeed,

the Chamberlin-Heckscher-Ohlin (C-H-O) model proposed by Helpman and Krug-

man (1987) explains the simultaneous growth of intra-industry trade (in horizontal

differentiation) and inter-industry trade between countries. In this framework of

economies of scale in the production of differentiated goods, intra-industry trade is

the most important if the endowment of relative factors of production of the coun-

tries are similar, while the share of inter-industry trade is an increasing function of

the difference between these endowments.

The determinants of intra-industry trade highlighted by Falvey (1981) and Help-

man and Krugman (1987) are not only different, but also irreconcilable. Indeed,

Falvey (1981) predicts a positive relationship between the difference in factor en-

dowments among countries and the rise of intra-industry trade (in vertical differen-

tiation), while the authors Helpman and Krugman (1987) show a negative relation-

ship between the difference in factor endowments and the development of intra-

industry exchanges (in horizontal differentiation). At the same time, the econo-

metric analyses of intra-industry trade were carried out during the 1980s. The

works of Balassa and Bauwens (1987) and Helpman (1987) do not lead to con-

clusive results of the sign of the existing relationship between the similarity of the

factor endowments of trading partners and the share of intra-industry trade in bi-

lateral trade (measured by the index of Grubel and Lloyd (1975)). Greenaway and

Torstensson (1997) express very clearly the lesson that can be drawn from this first

wave of econometric analyzes aimed at testing intra-industry trade theories:

”...the determinants for vertical and horizontal intra-industry trade seem

to differ. This may explain why when using total intra-industry trade
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as the dependent variable different econometric results have led to dif-

ferent conclusions. In other words, if the dependent variable in a re-

gression is heterogeneous, it is not surprising that the coefficient for

the explanatory variables is somewhat unstable.”

In other words, econometric models including an intra-industry trade index to-

tal (without distinction between horizontal and vertical differentiation) as an ex-

plained variable are probably poorly specified insofar as the theoretical analysis

highlighted different determinants for these two types of trade. Moreover, the the-

oretical models of Falvey (1981) & Helpman and Krugman (1987) suggest that the

consequences of these two types of intra-industry trade are very different. In par-

ticular, adjustment costs (linked to the reallocation of resources from the importing

to exporting sectors) generated by the exchanges of vertically differentiated prod-

ucts are greater than those generated through trade in horizontally differentiated

products.

All these reasons give rise to the conviction that intra-industry trade in horizontal

and vertical differentiation constitute two distinct phenomena, both in terms of

determinants and consequences. From the end of the 1980s, this conviction is at the

origin of developing methods and statistical indicators to separately measure the

extent and evolution of these two types of trade. Thus, the development of research

programs concerning intra-industry trade has been a fruitful interaction between

theoretical analyses and empirical methods of measuring the importance of this

phenomenon. Development of indicators to measure intra-industry trade preceded

and triggered the rise of first theoretical explanations of this phenomenon. These

in turn, have contributed to reviving the empirical debate on the measurement of

intra-industry trade by suggesting the need to distinguish, in empirical analyses,

intra-industry trade in vertical differentiation from that in horizontal one.

This paper deals with the problem of measuring intra-industry trade. In section 2,

it presents two existing approaches to measuring intra-industry trade: the so-called

“recovery of trade”, developed by Balassa (1966); Grubel and Lloyd (1975) & the

“type of trade” one initiated by Abd-el Rahman (1986b); Vona (1991). Then this

paper presents indicators and empirical methods inspired by these two approaches.

Notions of trade recovery & trade type come from two different definitions of the

empirical phenomena they aim to measure. This paper discusses these definitions

and the theoretical foundations in the section 3.

2 Measurement of Intra-industry Trade

Two different approaches to the problem of measuring intra-industry trade exist

in the discipline of international trade. They are at the origin of several indica-

tors or methods for measuring the level and development of intra-industry trade.
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The Trade Recovery Approach was introduced by Balassa (1966) and perfected by

Grubel and Lloyd (1975, 1971). The trade type approach was proposed by Abd-el

Rahman (1986a,b, 1987, 1991) and by Vona (1990, 1991) in an independent man-

ner. Subsequently, this section refers to the approaches to the recovery of trade

and the type of trade (and the indicators) through the respective acronyms B-G-

L (Balassa-Grubel-Lloyd) and A-R-V (Abd-El-Rahman-Vona). Before presenting

the details of the indicators developed by these authors to measure intra-industry

trade, it is important to note that the B-G-L and A-R-V approaches differ funda-

mentally in their definition of the phenomenon of intra-industry trade (Balboni,

2007).

2.1 The Definitions of Two Approaches

The B-G-L and A-R-V approaches (Balboni, 2007) to measuring intra-industry

trade depend on two different conceptions of the phenomenon they aim to under-

stand. This subsection presents the definitions of intra-industry trade (and inter-

industry trade) underlying the approaches to the recovery of trade (B-G-L) and

type of trade (A-R-V).

Definition 1: According to the trade recovery approach, intra-industry trade, for a

given industry, is defined as the share of imports and exports (measured in

value) perfectly covered (overlapped) by trade flow in the opposite direction.

Inter-industry trade is the residual share of flows observed in this industry,

i.e. the share of exports or imports that is not covered by a flow of imports

or export in the opposite direction.

Definition 2: According to the type of trade approach, for a given industry, if the

ratio of the minority flow to the majority flow is not “too low”, then the

set flows observed in this industry will be considered intra-industry trade.

Otherwise, all flows will be considered inter-trade. Here, the minority (ma-

jority) flow is the minimum (maximum) important flow between exports and

imports in value. The criterion not ”too low” is defined more precisely by

presenting detailed methods proposed by Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991) and

Vona (1990, 1991) to distinguish between intra-industry and inter-industry

trades.

These two definitions imply different methodological choices when measuring

intra-industry and inter-industry trades. Measurement methods inspired by the B-

G-L approach draw the boundary between intra-industry and inter-industry trades

at the interior of each industrial category identifying an industry, while the meth-

ods of A-R-V establish this boundary between the different industrial categories.

In other words, trade overlap methods separate recorded trade flows by the same

industry in two parts, one being intra-industry trade and the other as inter-industry
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trade. On the other hand, methods based on the type of trade define the total trade

recorded by each industry either as an intra-industry trade or an inter-industry trade.

In this regard, a terminological clarification is necessary. Economists using the A-

R-V approach prefer to indicate cross-trade & one-to-one trade as “one-way trade”

& “two-way trade”, respectively (Fontagné et al., 1997, 1998). This choice is con-

sistent with the fact that the recovery methods of exchanges and the methods of

type of trade split the total trade in two different ways. Insofar as the intra-industry

and inter-industry qualifiers are associated from their introduction by Grubel and

Lloyd (1971, 1975), approaching the recovery of trade, economists using the type

of trade approach have proposed two new definitions for the exchanges highlighted

in their analyses.

However, the terms ”one-to-one trade” and ”cross trade” are not used in theoretical

works on intra-industry trade, to which the references are made in both analyses

using the type of trade approach and those using the recovery of trade. For this

reason, we have chosen to use the terms “inter-industry trade” and “intra-industry

trade” even when we do refer to the methods of the trade type.

2.2 Indicators of the “Trade Recovery” Approach

The indicator most used by international economists to measure the intensity of

the intra-industry trade between different countries is of Grubel and Lloyd (1975).

The combined form of Grubel and Lloyd (1975) indicator, which this subsection

presents, is called the ”synthetic” index of Grubel and Lloyd. The ”synthetic” term

is to distinguish it from the ”simple” Grubel and Lloyd index (referring to trade

flows observed in a single industry), which is at the origin. This index, indeed, was

derived from an indicator used by Balassa (1966) to measure the share of inter-

industry trade in the total trade flow of an industry.

2.2.1 Balassa’s Indicator

Indicator of Balassa (1966), denoted Bi, measures the relative importance of net

trade to the total trade recorded in an industry i, defined at a level of given disag-

gregation of industrial classification. It is calculated by dividing the absolute value

of the trade balance of industry i by the sum of exports (Xi) and imports (Mi)

recorded by this industry. The indicator of Balassa (1966) can be calculated on the

trade of a country (or, more generally, of a geographical area) vis-à-vis the rest of

the world or vis-à-vis a particular country.

Bi =
|Xi −Mi|

Xi +Mi

(1)

The Bi indicator takes values between 0 and 1. It is equal to 0 when the net trade of
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industry i is zero, i.e. when exports (imports) recorded by the country in question

in the industry i perfectly cover the imports (exports) of the same industry. On the

other hand, this indicator equals 1 when the net trade of industry i coincides with

the total trade recorded in this industry, i.e. when one of the two trade flows of this

industry (either exports or imports) is equal to zero.

Balassa (1966) also develops a variant of the indicator (1), in which the balance

industry j is not considered in absolute value.

Bi =
Xi −Mi

Xi +Mi

(2)

Here Bi is an indicator of the trade performance of the concerned country in the

industry i to a partner. Naturally, the partner considered can be another country,

a geographical area or the rest of the world. In the latter case, indicator Bi will

measure the overall trade performance of the country considered in the industry i.

It varies between 1 (when the imports are zero) and −1 (when exports are zero).

According to Balassa (1966), when the indicator (2) is calculated from trade flows

relating to industry i of a given country vis-à-vis the rest of the world, it mea-

sures the advantage (or the revealed comparative disadvantage) of this country in

industry i. The use of this indicator to understand comparative advantages and

therefore trade specialization is open to criticism. The Bi index only considers the

trade flows of the industry i. And it does not establish any comparison between

the trade in industry i and the trade flows observed in the others. Balboni (2007)

concludes that Bi can be considered as a trade performance indicator recording

only the effects of macroeconomic variables on exports and imports from industry

i.

2.2.2 Grubel & Lloyd’s Indicator

Just like the inter-industry trade indicator (1) proposed by Balassa (1966), the in-

dex of Grubel and Lloyd (1975) to measure the intensity of intra-industry trade is

based on the definition of these phenomena specific to the approach of recovery of

trade flows. Thus, in its simplest version taking into account the trade flows of a

single industry, denoted by i, the Grubel and Lloyd indicator is calculated as the

complement to the unity of Balassa’s indicator (1).

GLi = 1−Bi =
(Xi +Mi)− |Xi −Mi|

Xi +Mi

=
2min(Xi,Mi)

Xi +Mi

(3)

The simple Grubel and Lloyd indicator for industry i (denoted by GLi) is therefore

calculated by the ratio of overlapped trade flows to total trade recorded by the

country considered in industry i.
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The indicator (3), just like the indicator (1), can be calculated from the trade flows

of a given country with the rest of the world, with a geographical area including

various countries, or with a particular country. The third of these options considers

only bilateral trade flows in intra-industry trade indicators to minimize the bias due

to the geographical aggregation of the data. This statement is valid for all indices

and methods for measuring intra-industry trade.

The indicator (3) varies between 0 and 1. It takes the maximum value of 1 when

all the trade flows observed in the industry i is intra-industry in nature. It settles at

0 when all trade in this industry is inter-industry. Indeed, in the first case, the value

of exports perfectly covers that of imports. While in the second case, industry i

registers a unidirectional trade flow and, consequently, the total trade is equal to

the trade balance in absolute value.

From indicator (3), Grubel and Lloyd (1975) construct a more sophisticated, which

we call the synthetic index of Grubel and Lloyd (GLS), allowing us to measure the

intensity of intra-industry trade for a grouping (denoted I) of n industries (indexed

by i). The GLS indicator also makes it possible to calculate the intensity of the

intra-industry trade on all trade in a country. In this last case, n indicates the total

number of industries in the industrial classification retained by the analysis at a

given level of disaggregation.

GLSI =

∑
n

i=1
(Xi +Mi)−

∑
n

i=1
|Xi −Mi|∑

n

i=1
(Xi +Mi)

= 1−

∑
n

i=1
|Xi −Mi|∑

n

i=1
(Xi +Mi)

=
2
∑

n

i=1
min(Xi,Mi)∑

n

i=1
(Xi +Mi)

(4)

The synthetic index of Grubel and Lloyd (1975) is the ratio of the sum of trade

flows (overlapped) on the total trade of an industry group or a country. Just like

the simple GLi indicator (3), this index takes values between 0 and 1. It reaches

the value of 1 when all the trade made in industries belonging to the group I is

intra-industry in nature, while it settles at 0 when all the trade flows relating to

these industries are of the inter-industry type.

2.3 Indicators of the “Type of Trade” Approach

Abd-el Rahman (1986a,b, 1987, 1991) and Vona (1990, 1991) formulate indepen-

dently similar criticisms of the indicators belonging to the family of the trade re-

covery. According to these authors, the measurement of intra-industry trade from

these indicators is biased to the assumption that the flows assimilated to this type of

trade are necessarily in balance (overlapped). Given this hypothesis, which is the
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basis of the definition of intra-industry trade used by Balassa (1966) and Grubel

and Lloyd (1975), the recovery indicators (B-G-L) consider the balanced part of

the exchanges carried out within an industry as a type of intra-industry trade and

the unbalanced part of these exchanges as a type of inter-industry trade. According

to Abd-el Rahman (1986a,b, 1987, 1991) and Vona (1990, 1991), this dual nature

of flows observed within the same industry is a source of confusion, in particu-

lar, concerning the identification of the determinants of intra-industry and inter-

industry trade. In other words, the intra-industry trade cannot be defined as the

balanced trade recorded within an industry. This definition implies the attribution

of two different natures (inter- and intra-industry) to trade flows observed in the

same industry. Conversely, according to these authors, all the trade flows observed

within an industry must be considered either intra-industry or inter-industry. This

principle is the basis of the type of trade (A-R-V) approach. It is affirmed by Vona

(1991) in the following way: “It is the existence of the simultaneous exchange of

very similar goods produced under very similar conditions which constitute intra-

industry trade, the existence of an imbalance is irrelevant”.

In this regard, we can see that the semantic choice made by Abd-el Rahman (1987),

preferring to use the adjectives ”one-to-one” and ”crossed” instead of the adjectives

respective “inter-industry” and “intra-industry”, clearly reflects the desire to appre-

hend an empirical phenomenon different from the “intra-industry trade” measured

by Grubel and Lloyd (1975). The two methods based on the principle of type of

trade, making it possible to distinguish industries characterized by an intra-industry

trade from those with inter-industry trade, are presented in the following.

2.3.1 Abd-EI-Rahman’s Method

Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991) separates cross trade (intra-industry) from one-way

trade (inter-industry) in the following way. By using a very disaggregated prod-

uct classification to empirically identify the industries, he considers that all trade

carried out in a given industry (i.e. the sum of exports and imports relating to this

industry) is of unambiguous type when the exchanges observed in this industry

satisfy one of the two following conditions:

• They are unidirectional (exports or imports are equal to zero);

• The minority flow represents less than 10% of the majority flow (i.e. the

smallest flow between exports and imports is less than 10%, in value of the

largest flow).

• On the other hand, when (for a given industry) the minority flow is equal

to or greater than a tenth of the majority flow, Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991)

considers that the entire trade carried out in this industry is of cross type.
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Thus, Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991) sets an arbitrary criterion (the 10% threshold)

allowing to exclude from the field of cross-trade the exchanges carried out in the in-

dustries where the flows minority flows are significantly lower than majority flows.

The reason for this choice is the conviction that below this threshold, minority

flows can have an accidental, not justifying their inclusion in cross-exchanges.

2.3.2 Vona’s Method

The method proposed by Vona (1990, 1991) is very close to that used by Abd-

el Rahman (1987, 1991). However, it differs from the latter by a more drastic

criterion to define the typology of trade flows. Vona (1990, 1991) considers only

unidirectional flows, observed from disaggregated classification, as inter-industry

trade. Therefore, given an industry records both exports and imports of non-zero

value, Vona (1990, 1991) considers the whole trade observed in this industry (i.e.

the sum of its exports and its imports) as an intra-industry trade, even if the minority

flow represents a tiny part of the majority flow.

Thus, the definition of intra-industry trade used by Vona (1990, 1991) is less re-

strictive than that inherent in the method of Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991). Never-

theless, both definitions are based on the same principle, according to which the

intra-industry or inter-industry concerns all the exchanges carried out in an industry

and not only the balanced part of these exchanges. This principle is the basis of the

so-called “type of trade” approach to the extent of intra-industry trade. Based on

his own definition of intra-industry trade, Vona (1991) develops a indicator mea-

suring the share of intra-industry trade in the total trade of a grouping (denoted I)

of n industries (indexed by i). We denote this indicator V SI (synthetic indicator

from Vona (1991)).

In the same way as the synthetic index of Grubel and Lloyd (1975), the indicator

V SI can be calculated from observed trade in a particular economic sector (com-

posed of n industries) or the total trade flows of a country with a partner. In the

latter case, n is the total number of industries identified by the product classifica-

tion used at a given level of disaggregation. The step prior to the calculation of

the V SI indicator consists of the distribution of the n industries into two subsets,

according to the typology of trade observed in each industry. This step is used to

identify the m industries recording bidirectional trade flows and the n−m indus-

tries recording unidirectional trade. Then, the index V SI is calculated as the ratio

between the total trade observed in the m industries recording two-way trade and

the total trade relating to the n industries belonging to group I .

V SI =

∑
m

i=1
(Xi +Mi)∑

n

i=1
(Xi +Mi)

(5)

Like the synthetic indicator of Grubel and Lloyd (1975) (4), the indicator (5) takes
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values between 0 and 1. It attains the maximum value when all the trade observed

in the group of industries selected is of the intra-industry type. In this regard, it is

important to note that the phenomenon of intra-industry trade, as measured by the

indicator of Vona (1990, 1991), is defined in a different way from that highlighted

by the indicator of Grubel and Lloyd (1975). Indeed, this indicator is not made

up of the balanced trade flows (overlapped) observed within each industry. But all

the two-way flows are identified at the level of the industries, regardless of their

balance.

The indicator (5) can also be calculated using the method proposed by Abd-el

Rahman (1987, 1991), instead of that of Vona (1990, 1991), in order to distinguish

the industries according to the type of trade. In this case, the m industries taken into

account in the numerator of the index (5) are those recording equal minority flows

or greater than one-tenth of the majority flows. Thus, when calculated using the

method of Abd-el Rahman (1987, 1991), the indicator (5) records, by construction,

lower values than when calculated using the method of Vona (1990, 1991).

3 Issues of Industrial Disaggregation

A recurring problem in empirical analyses of intra-industry trade is that of the

“right choice” of the level of disaggregation of the industrial classification used to

define the empirical “industries”. Finger (1975) initially noted, when the indus-

trial categories retained in the empirical analysis to define the “industries” are not

sufficiently disaggregated, they group together products characterized by different

factor intensities. In this context, a high level of intra-industry trade, measured

using the empirical methods described in the previous subsections, constitutes a

“statistical illusion”. As cross-flows of products with sufficiently different fac-

tor intensities are considered intra-industry trade, ultimately they indicate inter-

industry trade. The problem highlighted by Finger (1975) is generally defined as

the problem of categorical aggregation.

Criticism of Finger (1975) is addressed in particular to Grubel and Lloyd (1975),

who use the 3-digit SITC classification to define “industries” in their empirical

analysis. This criticism is based on the theoretical definition of the industry specific

to the H-O-S theory of international trade. Finger (1975) shows that at this level

of disaggregation of empirical “industries”, the variability between ratios of the

factors used in the production of goods inserted in the same category is greater

than between the ratios of the factors used in the production of goods belonging to

different categories. Thus, according to Finger (1975), the industry is defined as

a group of products characterized by a similar factor intensity at a given level of

the relative prices of the generic factors of production. The “industries” retained in

the empirical analysis must then be consistent with this definition, otherwise, the

results of the analysis will be invalidated. In this regard, we make the following
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remarks.

The theoretical definition of the industry specific to the H-O-S model, also re-

tained in the models of Helpman and Krugman (1987) and Davis (1995), is not

the only possible theoretical definition of the industry (see Chapter I). For exam-

ple, this definition is not retained in the theoretical model developed by Falvey

and Kierzkowski (1987), according to which the same industry includes products

characterized by different capital/labour ratios. For these authors, capital is not a

generic factor (which can be used indifferently in all industries), but it is specific to

each industry producing differentiated goods. Thus, in their model, the industry is

defined as a group of goods whose production requires the implementation of the

same factors of production (and not the same factor intensities).

From this paper’s point of view, a preliminary step necessary for any empirical

analysis measuring the level and evolution of intra-industry trade consists in spec-

ifying the theoretical model retained as the reference explanation of trade flows.

The choice of the industrial classification and its level of disaggregation, used to

define the empirical “industries”, must then be justified with regard to the definition

of the industry used in the theoretical reference model.

If the theoretical model retains the H-O-S definition of the industry, we need to

look for the best level of disaggregation of the industrial classification. Gullstrand

(2002) proceeds in the manner described above when seeking an industrial clas-

sification consistent with the theoretical model of Helpman and Krugman (1987),

retaining the H-O-S definition of the industry. This author asserts that the 6-digit

Combined Nomenclature and Harmonized System subheadings include products

with similar factorial contents. Thus, he admits that the empirical ”industries” cor-

responding to the 6-digit categories of these classifications respect, in general, the

H-O-S definition of the industry. Furthermore, when the H-O-S definition of the in-

dustry is used, an excessive industrial disaggregation of the data analyzed can cause

biased results about the measurement of inter-industry and intra-industry trade.

4 Conclusion

From this paper’s point of view, the definition of inter- and intra-industry trade

adopted in the type of trade approach reflects the juxtaposition of traditional the-

oretical explanations (Ricardian and H-O-S) of inter-industry trade and explana-

tions of intra-industry trade derived from theoretical analyzes that do not take

into account the existence of inter-industry trade. We refer in particular to the

theoretical models developed by Krugman (1979), Lancaster (1980) and Shaked

and Sutton (1984), which explain the existence of intra-industry type exchanges

between the country, but do not consider the possibility that a trade of an inter-

industry nature takes place simultaneously. On the other hand, this definition is

not consistent with the integrated vision of inter- and intra-industry trade specific
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to the theoretical models that explain the simultaneous development of these two

types of trade, in a unified analytical framework. See (for example) the theoretical

models proposed by Krugman (1981), Helpman and Krugman (1987), Falvey and

Kierzkowski (1987), and Davis (1995).

The definition of intra-industry trade used in these theoretical models corresponds

to that specific to the empirical approach to trade recovery. This definition makes it

possible to understand the role of the comparative advantages of countries in deter-

mining the inter-industrial specialization of their trade, even if this specialization

takes place between industries that record two-way trade in differentiated products.

Moreover, all these theoretical models suggest that the use of A-R-V methods to

measure the share of intra-industry trade in the bilateral trade between countries

carries the risk of underestimating the inter-industrial specialization of trade, when

this specialization takes place between industries with differentiated products. In-

deed, the A-R-V approach, unlike the B-G-L approach, does not make it possible

to highlight this specialization when it takes place between industries recording

bidirectional flows.
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